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Abstract— As surprising as it seems, drones and mobile
robots in general experience motion sickness when put in a
moving environment. This navigation problem has been little
if ever explored in the literature. Therefore we propose a
formulation of the problem in the simplest possible way as
a starting point. The objective of simplifying the problem is
to avoid using sophisticated control and measurement devices,
such as cameras, and rely instead on control system strategies.
In this paper, the moving environment to which is associated
a non-inertial frame is considered to have translation motion
with respect to the inertial reference frame. The goal is to
make the drone track a desired trajectory inside the moving
environment based only on the measurements obtained with
respect to the non-inertial frame. First, a model representing
the dynamics of the drone in the non-inertial frame is developed
using the relative motion principles. The new model takes into
account the accelerations of the moving environment where
they are considered as bounded unknown inputs. Then, a
Kalman Filter with Unknown Inputs (KF-UI) is used to estimate
simultaneously the states of the drone and the accelerations of
the non-inertial frame. Finally, a Sliding Mode controller is
implemented. Two numerical simulations were conducted to
illustrate the performance of the combined KF-UI and Sliding
Mode controller: the first one represents an ideal case where
the non-inertial frame’s accelerations are constant. The second
one illustrates flying a drone in an elevator. The obtained results
form an encouraging foundation for follow-on experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs),
also known as drones, have become a popular tool for many
various applications, such as aerial photography, search and
rescue, precision agriculture, pipeline/overhead transmission-
line monitoring, aerial mapping, wildlife monitoring, surveil-
lance, disaster management, and delivery of medical supplies
[1]–[18]. For these applications, Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS) or instrumented positioning infrastructures
are required. Nevertheless, UAVs may show usefulness for
many other undiscovered applications in GPS-denied moving
environments such as cars, boats, trucks, trains, ships, air-
planes, and elevators. However, flying in these environments
can be challenging for a variety of reasons. Having no GPS
signal deprives the UAV of direct access to absolute position
in the Geocentric coordinate system, which, for vehicles like
drones, is considered to be an inertial frame. The onboard
accelerometer and gyroscope will provide angular rates and
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acceleration with respect to an inertial frame. In contrast, the
onboard localization sensors will provide a position with re-
spect to the moving environment, non-inertial frame. As a re-
sult, UAV visual odometry will be dissonant with its inertial
measurements. Several Youtube videos show people attempt-
ing to fly UAVs inside trucks or elevators as an illustration
of this challenge [19]–[23]. The results achieved by human
pilots at very low speeds are decent at best, but inconsistent.
Nevertheless, as the vehicle acceleration becomes larger, it
becomes more difficult or near impossible to control the
UAV. There have been few works related to UAVs operating
with non-inertial reference frames. In [24] authors present
an autonomous landing control approach for a quadrotor
unmanned aerial vehicle subject to wind disturbance and
three-dimensional movements of the landing platform. Yet
another work addresses the problem of controlling tethered
aerial vehicle by considering the aerial robot linked to a
generic and independently moving platform [25]. Another
similar work where authors address the tracking issue for
a non-inertial frame referenced quadrotor Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle which is controlled by a cascaded PID controller
[26]. None of these works considered flying UAVs inside
the non-inertial environment or platform without access to
inertial position information. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, autonomous UAVs flying inside of the moving
environment with no inertial positioning of sorts have not
been studied or presented in the literature. As an initial
attempt to get a better sense of the problem, the present
paper provides a proper formulation in which the moving
environment is assumed to have a translation motion with
respect to the geostationary reference frame.

The modeling of drones dynamics has been widely in-
vestigated in the literature. Three modeling approaches are
used: first principle modeling, grey box-modeling, and black-
box modeling. However, the first modeling approach is the
one that provides the most physical insights. In [27]–[29]
a non-linear model was developed based on the Newton-
Euler formalism, and in [30] a hybrid dynamic model was
derived. All these models were written with respect to an
inertial reference frame. However, we consider in this work
that the drone is inside a moving environment which is
associated with a non-inertial frame, and does not have
access to measurement in the inertial frame. Therefore, a
new model of the quadrotor in the non-inertial frame is
developed using the relative motion principle. The developed
model consists primarily of the nonlinear model in [28] and
combines it with the acceleration of the moving environment.
This acceleration acts like an unknown input in the dynamic
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model of the drone with respect to the non-inertial frame.
Observers for systems with unknown inputs have been

studied for more than half a century. Several designs have
been proposed for both linear and non-linear systems to
jointly estimate the states and the unknown inputs [31]–
[33]. In [34] the Kalman Filter is extended for the case of
linear systems with unknown inputs. An Extended version
of the Kalman Filter with Unknown Inputs (EKF-UI) is
developed in [35]. The performance of the EKF-UI estimator
was illustrated in several applications [36]–[38]. Since the
drone dynamical model is in normal form, the Kalman Filter
with Unknown Inputs (KF-UI) will be used in this work
to estimate simultaneously the states of the drone and the
moving environment accelerations.

Several Control strategies for quadrotors have been pro-
posed in the literature. Linear control methods is widely
used to control the drone by linearizing its dynamics around
an operating point. In [39] PID and LQ are used while
in [40] an LQR controller is proposed. In [41], [42], the
authors consider the special case of controlling a drone
that constantly accelerates, using a linear controller design
that includes a triple integrator. Adaptive designs have also
been proposed and tested in-flight, see [43]. [44] proposes a
quaternion-based feedback control scheme based on a PD2

feedback structure. While being easy to implement, linear
controllers provide local convergence around the operating
point only. On the other hand, non-linear controllers provide
a wider flight range and better performance. Several non-
linear controllers such as backstepping [45], sliding mode
[46], and feedback linearization [47] demonstrate great per-
formance in quadrotor control. In this work, we rely on the
sliding mode controller due to its robustness properties and
its capabilities to deal with disturbances and uncertainties.
Sliding mode controller has been tested experimentally on
a drone in presence of wind disturbances in [48] and has
demonstrated good disturbance rejection. This choice is also
motivated by the fact that no previous knowledge about the
moving environment accelerations is needed when designing
the control laws except their bounds.

The paper is organised as follows: First the problem is
formulated in Section II. Then, the drone relative motion
model in the non-inertial frame is presented in Section III.
Section IV shows the design of the Kalman Filter with
Unknown Input for estimating the states of the drone jointly
with the non-inertial frame accelerations. On the other hand,
Section V presents the sliding mode controller design for the
drone in the moving environment. Two numerical simulations
are presented in Section VI. Finally, concluding remarks and
future work are given in Section VII.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The aim of this paper is to make a drone track a trajectory
inside a moving environment in a GPS-denied framework.
The only measurements available are those obtained with
respect to the non-inertial frame. The moving environment
position, velocity, and acceleration are not assumed to be
measured. In this paper we consider that the non-inertial

frame R’(o’,x’,y’,z’) has only translation motion with
respect to the inertial frame R(o,x,y,z). The simplest way to
visualize this assumption is by considering that the drone
is inside a box as illustrated in figure 1. The geostationary
referential frame is considered in this work as the inertial
referential frame R(o,x,y,z) and the non-inertial frame
R’(o’,x’,y’,z’) is the box body frame.
Indeed, considering the moving environment as a box is
enough to capture all the scenarios: If one wants to fly the
drone in an elevator, the elevator is nothing else than a box
that moves along the z-axis. If instead, the objective is to
fly the drone inside a truck or a car moving on a straight
road, this can be modeled by a drone inside a box that
moves along x and y-axis.
Since the non-inertial frame is supposed to translate only,
the linear positions and velocities of the drone are the only
states affected. The angular positions and angular rates
in the non-inertial frame are the same as the ones in the
geostationary frame. In this work, we have access to the
relative position of the drone with respect to the non-inertial
frame as well as the angular position and velocities. During
the experimental part of this activity, the angular positions
and rates are measured using Pixhawk 4 instrumentation
unit. [49]. The relative linear positions of the drone with
respect to the moving environment are measured using
onboard localization sensors. The linear velocities, on
the other hand, are usually obtained by sensor fusion:
the linear acceleration measurements are combined with
position measurements to obtain the linear velocity of the
drone. However, onboard accelerometers provide absolute
linear acceleration, i.e. accelerations with respect to the
inertial reference frame. Therefore, without any idea of the
acceleration of the moving environment, one cannot deduce
the relative acceleration of the drone in the non-inertial
frame. Hence to implement a state feedback controller for
trajectory tracking, an observer needs to be implemented to
recover the unmeasured states.

Giving all the above, three problems need to be tackled:
1) Modeling Problem: modeling the drone dynamics in

the non-inertial frame.
2) Estimation Problem: joint estimation of non-

measurable states (linear velocities) and unknown
inputs (non-inertial frame accelerations).

3) Control Problem: to make the drone follow a desired
trajectory inside the moving environment.

The closed-loop system of the drone control inside the
moving environment is illustrated by the block diagram in
figure 2

III. DYNAMICAL MODEL

To derive the model of the drone in the non-inertial frame,
we write three dynamical models that represent:

• The motion of the box with respect to the inertial frame
R.

• The motion of the drone with respect to the inertial
frame R.

10
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Fig. 1. The different frames of the problem

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the closed-loop control system of the drone in
the moving environment.

• The motion of drone with respect to the non-inertial
frame R’.

A. Equation of motion of the box w.r.t R

The box can be seen as a mass point and the equation of
motion of the box w.r.t the inertial frame R can be written
as:

mb
dvb
dt

=
∑

Fext,

ẍbÿb
z̈b

 =
1

mb

FbxFby
Fbz

 , (1)

where Fbx, Fby , and Fbz are the external forces applied on
the box along x, y and z-axis, respectively.
The state space representation of the box motion is given by:


ẋb1
ẋb2
ẋb3
ẋb4
ẋb5
ẋb6

 =



xb2
1

mb
Fbx

xb4
1

mb
Fby

xb6
1

mb
Fbz


. (2)

The state vector for the box motion in the inertial frame is
given by
(xb1, xb2, xb3, xb4, xb5, xb6)

T = (xb, ẋb, yb, ẏb, zb, żb)
T .

B. Equation of motion of the drone w.r.t R
The equations of motion of the drone w.r.t the inertial frame
R are given by [28]

ẍd = u1(cosϕ sin θ cosψ + sinϕ sinψ)
ÿd = u1(cosϕ sin θ sinψ − sinψ cosψ)
z̈ = u1(cosϕ cos θ)− g

ϕ̈ = aθ̇ψ̇ + u3
θ̈ = bψ̇ϕ̇+ u4
ψ̈ = cθ̇ϕ̇+ u5.

(3)

where a =
Iy−Iz
Ix

, b = Iz−Ix
Iy

and c = Ix−Iy
Iz

, and u1, u2, u3,
and u4 are the inputs of the drone given by

u1 = b
m

(
Ω2

1 +Ω2
2 +Ω2

3 +Ω2
4

)
u2 = b

Ix

(
Ω2

4 − Ω2
2

)
u3 = b

Iy

(
Ω2

3 − Ω2
1

)
u4 = l

Iz

(
−Ω2

1 +Ω2
2 − Ω2

3 +Ω2
4

) .

ϕ, θ, and ψ represent respectively the pitch, roll, and yaw
angles. Ωi, i=1,2,3,4 represent the angular rates of the four
rotors.
The state-space representation of the drone in the inertial
frame is:

ẋd1 = xd2
ẋd2 = [cos (x7) sin (x9) cos (x11) + sin (x7) sin (x11)]u1
ẋd3 = xd4
ẋd4 = [cos (x7) sin (x9) sin (x11)− sin (x7) cos (x11)]u1
ẋd5 = xd6
ẋd6 = [cos (x7) cos (x9)]u1 − g
ẋ7 = x8
ẋ8 = ax10x12 + u2
ẋ9 = x10
ẋ10 = bx8x12 + u3
ẋ11 = x12
ẋ12 = cx8x10 + u4.

(4)
The state vector for the drone mo-

tion in the inertial frame is given by
(xd1, xd2, xd3, xd4, xd5, xd6, x7, x8, x9, x10, x11, x12)

T =
(xd, ẋd, yd, ẏd, zd, żd, ϕ, ϕ̇, θ, θ̇, ψ, ψ̇)

T .

C. The drone dynamical model in the non-inertial frame R’
Since the box has exclusively translation motion with respect
to the inertial frame, only the linear positions and velocities
of the drone are affected. The angular positions and velocities
remain unchanged with the change of frame.
The linear acceleration of the drone w.r.t the inertial frame
R is expressed as the sum of the Box acceleration in R and
the drone relative acceleration in R’ẍdÿd

z̈d

 =

ẍb + ẍr
ÿb + ÿr
z̈b + z̈r

 . (5)

Therefore the drone acceleration w.r.t R’ can be expressed
as: ẍrÿr

z̈r

 =

ẍd − ẍb
ÿd − ÿb
z̈d − z̈b

 . (6)
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For the purpose of clear notation we consider the following
notations for the rest of the paper:ẍbÿb

z̈b

 =

axay
az

 .

c(x) = cos(x),

s(x) = sin(x).

The state-space representation of the drone in the box frame
is 

ẋ1 = x2
ẋ2 = [c (x7) s (x9) c (x11) + s (x7) s (x11)]u1 − ax
ẋ3 = x4
ẋ4 = [c (x7) s (x9) s (x11)− s (x7) c (x11)]u1 − ay
ẋ5 = x6
ẋ6 = [c (x7) c (x9)]u1 − g − az
ẋ7 = x8
ẋ8 = ax10x12 + u2
ẋ9 = x10
ẋ10 = bx8x12 + u3
ẋ11 = x12
ẋ12 = cx8x10 + u4,

y =
(
x1 x3 x5 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12

)T
.

(7)
x = (xr, ẋr, yr, ẏr, zr, żr, ϕ, ϕ̇, θ, θ̇, ψ, ψ̇)

T is the state
vector, and ax , ay , az represent the acceleration of the box
with respect to x , y , and z axis, respectively.

System 13 has the following global structure:{
ẋ = Ax(t) +B(y)u(t) + f(y) + Ea(t)
y = Cx,

(8)

where a(t) = [ax, ay, az]
T is the box acceleration. The

matrices A, B(y), E and C, and the vector field f(y) are
given by:

A =

 aij = 1; i = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11
j = i+ 1

aij = 0; else.

B(y) =



0 0 0 0
c (x7) s (x9) c (x11) + s (x7) s (x11) 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
c (x7) s (x9) s (x11)− s (x7) c (x11) 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
c (x7) c (x9) 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1



E =



0 0 0
−1 0 0
0 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 0
0 0 −1

06×3


f(y) =



06×1

0
ax10x12

0
bx8x12

0
cx8x10



C =


1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0

03×6

06 I6


IV. ESTIMATION PROBLEM

Considering the process and measurement noises, we rewrite
system 8{

ẋ = Ax(t) +B(y)u(t) + f(y) + Ea(t) + w(t)
y = Cx+ v(t),

(9)

where w(t) is the process noise and v(t) is the measurement
noise.
Since the system is in normal form, we use Kalman Filter
with Unknown Input (KF-UI) [35] to estimate the velocities
of the drone in the non-inertial frame simultaneously with
moving environment accelerations a(t). Without loss of
generality, we assume that a(t) is piece-wise constant.
Considering the above, we augment the state space represen-
tation

ξ̇ =

(
A E

03×12 03×3

)
ξ +

(
B(y)
03×4

)
u+

(
f(y)
03×4

)
+

(
w(t)
wa(t)

)
y = Cξξ + v(t)

,

(10)
where ξ = [x a]T is the new augmented state vector, wa(t)
is the acceleration’s noise, and Cξ = [C 09×3].
The augment system can be written under the compact state
space representation:{

ξ̇ = Aξξ +Bξ(y)u(t) + fξ(y) + wξ(t)
y = Cξξ + v(t),

(11)

The Kalman Filter with Unknown Input for system 11 is
given by

˙̂
ξ = Aξ ξ̂ +Bξ(y)u(t) + fξ(y) +K(y − Cξ ξ̂)
K = PCTR−1

AP + PAT − PCTR−1CP +Q = 0.

(12)

where R and Q represent covariance matrix of the
measurement noise v(t) and the covariance matrix of the
process noise w(t) and the unknown input noise wa(t),
respectively.
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V. CONTROL PROBLEM

To design a controller for the drone, we rewrite the state
space representation as

ẋ1 = x2
ẋ2 = uxu1 − ax
ẋ3 = x4
ẋ4 = uyu1 − ay
ẋ5 = x6
ẋ6 = [c (x7) c (x9)]u1 − g − az
ẋ7 = x8
ẋ8 = ax10x12 + u2
ẋ9 = x10
ẋ10 = bx8x12 + u3
ẋ11 = x12
ẋ12 = cx8x10 + u4,

(13)

where ux and uy are virtual control inputs defined as:{
ux = c (x7) s (x9) c (x11) + s (x7) s (x11)
uy = c (x7) s (x9) s (x11)− s (x7) c (x11)

(14)

Slotine and Li propose in [50] a general form of sliding
surfaces given by

S(x) =

(
d

dt
+ λ

)r−1

e(x),

where e(x) = x − xd is the tracking error, λ is a positive
constant, and r is the relative degree of the system under
consideration.

In accordance with the above recommendation, we consider
the sliding surfaces

Sx = ė1 + λ1e1
Sy = ė3 + λ3e3
Sz = ė5 + λ5e5
Sϕ = ė7 + λ7e7
Sφ = ė9 + λ9e9
Sψ = ė11 + λ11e11

where ei = xi−xid, for i = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, are the tracking
errors, and λi, i = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, are positive constants.

We consider the following assumption:
Assumption1
The non-inertial frame accelerations are bounded, i.e.
|ax| ≤ a1, |ay| ≤ a3, |az| ≤ a5.

Control input for x :
Consider the following Lyapunov function:

V1 =
1

2
STx Sx,

V̇1 = SxṠx = Sx[ë1 + λ1ė1],

V̇1 = Sx[ẍ1 − ẍ1d + λ1 (ẋ1 − ẋ1d)],

V̇1 = Sx[ẋ2 − ẍ1d + λ1 (x2 − ẋ1d)],

V̇1 = Sx[uxu1 − ax − ẍ1d + λ1 (x2 − ẋ1d)],

Since x2 is not measured, we substitute it by its estimate x̂2

V̇1 = Sx [uxu1 − ẍ1d + λ1 (x̂2 − ẋ1d)]− Sxax,

V̇1 ≤ Sx [uxu1 − ẍ1d + λ1 (x̂2 − ẋ1d)] + |ax| |Sx| ,

Using Assumption 1

V̇1 ≤ Sx (uxu1 − ẍ1d + λ1 (x̂2 − ẋ1d)) + a1|Sx|),

For V̇1 ≤ 0 it’s enough to choose :

V̇1 ≤ Sx[uxu1 − ẍ1d + λ1 (x̂2 − ẋ1d) + a1 sign (Sx)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
−k1 sign(Sx)

,

uxu1− ẍ1d+λ1 (x̂2 − ẋ1d)+a1 sign (Sx) = −k1 sign (Sx) ,

ux =
1

u1
[− (k1 + a1) sign (Sx) + ẍ1d − λ1 (x̂2 − ẋ1d)] .

Control Input for y and z:
Using the same steps as above, we find the control laws for
y and z:

uy =
1

u1
[− (k3 + a3) sign (Sy) + ẍ3d − λ3 (x̂4 − ẋ3d)] .

u1 =
1

c (x7) c (x9)
[−(k5 + a5) sign (Sz) + g

+ ẍ5d − λ5 (x̂6 − ẋ5d)].

For x7 and x9 ̸= π
2

Control input for ϕ :

V7 =
1

2
STϕ Sϕ,

V̇7 = Sϕ[ë7 + λ7ė7] = Sϕ[ẋ8 − ẍ7d + λ7 (x8 − ẋ7d)],

V̇7 = Sϕ[ax10x12 + u2 − ẍ7d + λ7 (x8 − ẋ7d)],

For V̇7 ≤ 0 it is enough to choose :

ax10x12 + u2 − ẍ7d + λ7 (x8 − ẋ7d) = −k7 sign(Sϕ),

u2 = −k7 sign (Sϕ)− ax10x12 + ẍ7d − λ7 (x8 − ẋ7d) .

Control input for θ and ψ:
Using the same steps as above:

u3 = −k9 sign (Sθ)− bx8x12 + ẍ9d − λ9 (x10 − ẋ9d) .

u4 = −k11 sign (Sψ)− cx8x10 + ẍ11d − λ11 (x12 − ẋ11d) .

Finally, the control laws for the drone trajectory tracking
inside the box are summarized below

u1 = 1
c(x7)c(x9)

[−(k5 + a5) sign (Sz) + g + ẍ5d
−λ5 (x̂6 − ẋ5d)]

u2 = −k7 sign (Sϕ)− ax10x12 + ẍ7d − λ7 (x8 − ẋ7d)
u3 = −k9 sign (Sθ)− bx8x12 + ẍ9d − λ9 (x10 − ẋ9d)
u4 = −k11 sign (Sψ)− cx8x10 + ẍ11d

−λ11 (x12 − ẋ11d)
ux = 1

u1
[− (k1 + a1) sign (Sx) + ẍ1d − λ1 (x̂2 − ẋ1d)]

uy = 1
u1

[− (k3 + a3) sign (Sy) + ẍ3d − λ3 (x̂4 − ẋ3d)] .
(15)
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The desired trajectories x1d, x3d, x5d, and x11d are set a-
priori. However, x7d and x9d are obtained from the virtual
control laws ux and uy as follows:

[
s (x7d)

c (x7d) s (x9d)

]
=

[
s (x11d) −c (x11d)
c (x11d) s (x11d)

] [
ux
uy

]
.

VI. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

In this section two simulations are conducted. The first one
considers the accelerations of the box to be constant (ideal
case). The second simulation deals with a more concrete
example, i.e. flying the drone in an elevator. The drone
parameters used for the simulation are given in table I.
Additionally, in the implementation of the siding mode
control laws sign(S) was substituted by tanh(S/0.1).

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS [51]

Name Symbol Value Unit
Mass m 1 Kg
Distance between the rotor l 0.24 m
and the center of mass
Moment of inertia along x Ix 8.1×10−3 Kg.m2

Moment of inertia along y Iy 8.1×10−3 Kg.m2

Moment of inertia along z Iz 14.2×10−3 Kg.m2

A. Ideal case: constant accelerations

In this simulation, the box has constant accelerations in
the x, y, and z directions. The simulation was conducted
considering the following:

• Sampling time Ts=0.001s
• Box acceleration ax=1 m/s2, ay=2 m/s2 and az=3 m/s2.
• Measurement noise covariance Matrix R=1,
• Process and unknown input noise covariance matrix

Q =

(
5I12 012×3

03×12 50I3

)
• Gaussian measurement noise v(t), with a mean of 0.01
• Gaussian Process noise w(t), with a mean of 0.001
• Gaussian noise for the box acceleration wa(t), with a

mean of 0.0001
• ξ0 =[0.5× ones(1,12) ax ay az ]T

• ξ̂0=015×1

As shown in figure 3, the estimated linear velocities using
the KF-UI converge to their real values in approximately 5s.
on the other hand, the combined KF-UI and Sliding Mode
controller force the closed-loop system to converge to its
desired position in about 4s.

B. Elevator Example

The elevator acceleration was measured using Pixhawk 4
flight controller’s internal Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)
with a sampling time of 0.02s. The Pixhawk was connected
to the computer using a serial port to collect the data, and
recorded with the Robot Operating System (ROS) recording
tools. To obtain the real elevator acceleration, 9.81 was

Fig. 3. Tracking performance of the linear positions and estimation of
the linear velocities inside the box with constant accelerations using the
observer-based sliding mode controller

deducted from the measurements. The measurement col-
lection experiment was conducted on one of the elevators
of King Abdullah University of Science and Technology
campus for 593 s. The measured accelerations are then used
in the the foregoing simulation environment. The process
and measurement noises remain the same as in the previous
simulation. Figure 4 shows the altitude trajectory tracking
in the elevator along with the elevator’s acceleration and
its reconstructed value using KF-UI. Figure 5 illustrates the
tracking performance of the combined KF-UI and sliding
mode controller along x’ and y’-axis. The estimated linear
velocities in the non-inertial frame as well as their estimation
errors are given in figure 6.
From figure 4 and figure 5, one can see that the combined
KF-UI and Sliding Mode controller force the linear positions
of the drone to converge to their desired values, despite the
small estimation errors of the linear velocities (figure 6). This
demonstrates the robustness of the sliding mode controller
against estimation errors. Moreover, figure 4 gives a better
illustration of the Sliding Mode controller performance and
robustness, where it was able to react to the big acceleration
spikes without considerably affecting the altitude of the
drone inside the elevator.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a formulation for the problem of
flying drones in a moving environment that has translational
motion with respect to the geostationary reference frame.
The moving environment is associated with a non-inertial
frame. Based on the relative motion principles, a model for
the drone motion with respect to the non-inertial frame was
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Fig. 4. Altitude tracking in the moving elevator using the combined KF-UI
and Sliding Mode controller.

Fig. 5. Position tracking along x and y-axis in the elevator using the
combined KF-UI and Sliding Mode controller.

developed. A Kalman Filter with Unknown Inputs (KF-UI)
was used to estimate the linear velocities of the drone as
well as the moving environment accelerations. The Estimated
velocities were then fed to a sliding mode controller along
with the other measured states to make the drone track
the desired trajectory. The combined KF-UI and Sliding
Mode control demonstrated great performance in making the
quadrotor’s linear positions converge to the desired value
despite the classical chattering drawback of the sliding mode
controller. As future work, we intend to extend the relative
motion model of the drone to the more general case of a
moving environment that has both translation and rotational
motions in the inertial reference frame. Additionally, further

Fig. 6. Linear velocities estimation using the KF-UI and their estimation
errors.

experiments to validate the observer-based control strategy
used are planned for the near future.
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